Letters From My Dad

Here, we have rounded up some of the cutest letters penned down by the daughters who want to thank the father figures
in their lives for all the.Lea Redmond is a creative consultant and the brains behind the Letters to My series, The World's
Smallest Post Service, Connexio, My Museum journal, Lucky .When everything seems wrong in life, I can always find
comfort in the arms of my dad.Dad,. I can remember when I was little and only had eyes for you. You could do no
wrong, you were my superhero, and if anyone asked who I.Dear Dad, I write to you not only as your daughter, but as
one of many daughters who know the unique intricacies of the lessons only their.Dear Dad, Thank you for absolutely
everything that you've done for me. I truly don 't think you'll ever understand how much I look up to you.Dear Dad,.
Thank you for always being such a great dad. Not everyone has a father growing up, and for many different reasons that
is the case.This book of twelve letters (ten prompted, two blank) makes it easy for children of many agesfrom tween to
adultto show Dad how much they care.Dad,. I could start this letter out by thanking for you multiple things. Such as the
roof over my head or the food you place on the table but somehow when I sit back.Photo of DJ Drez and his son by Ali
Kaukas . Father's Day is quickly approaching (it's Sunday, June 21, for those of you who need a.'You're the Only Person
I Can Say I Really Love More Than Myself'. By Hank Azaria 'There is Nothing I'll Ever Do That Will Equal Being
Your Father'. By Ken .Dear Daddy,. I can honestly say that I can't remember the last time I called you Daddy. I can't
remember the last time I tried to fit into your work.Dear Father,. Because of you, I know that no man will save me when
I fall. To brush off the dirt, but to stand up again, straight and tall and to.'Did you really just get back in touch randomly
after my parents divorced? I don't buy it': the letter you always wanted to write.It is a longstanding family joke that I
(then a three-year-old git) suggested you ( sufferer of pet-hair allergy) move out so we could get a cat.Greg Vaughn lost
his father to Alzheimer's years ago. I remember it like it was yesterday, says Vaughn. I know my dad loved me because
he.I'm sorry if I don't always treat you with the respect that a hero should have (not to mention a Dad!). I'm going to
work on that real hard in the.
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